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What do you think is the most important issue in this election?

Answered: 42  Skipped: 0

1. The Olympics are simply too expensive to afford in Queensland at this time. Liberals have shown

themselves as better financial managers. With crime, the debacle over the Forensic Laboratory and

other issues, Labor members in State and local Government are on the nose.

2. street resurfacing has lagged behind in our ward.

3. Funding for basic services such as mowing footpaths, parks and other council owned areas - currently

Wynnum Manly looks really rundown and untidy - the quality of the lawn mowing is disgusting with

areas not mowed for weeks and then lawn clipping left making the area look more untidy and

rundown than before the area was mowed

4. Current sitting labour member Sara Whitmee blaming liberal for all the problems in the Wynnum /

Wynnum West / Manly on the liberal lord mayor - instead of looking at how the situation can be

resolved she just blames someone else and offers nothing to improve a situation

5. Services and rates

6. Manly foreshore upgrade

7. Red rubbish bins to remain weekly collections

8. tax the richest (in order to), solve the housing crisis, save the environment

9. Who will be able to take Wynnum Manly in the right direction moving forward.

10. Roads

11. Having a true local, who tries to help the community

12. lindum rail crossing, road improvements

13. Crime

14. Cost of living / Olympic games

15. Whos the best person to represent wynnum manly

16. Having someone with the energy drive and passion to serve this electorate- Alex Givney amazes me

with her enthusiasm and energy.

17. Infrastructure and future development/ growth of Wynnum Manly. Have been left behind for too long.

Current and past Cr didn’t want / don’t want the area to grow. Want it to stay the same and we are

missing out.

18. Roads and parks

19. Road safety

20. Disposal of rubbish. Litter in streets

21. Getting someone in council who will actually do things for the area. Labour candidate for years and

years has done nothing. The new person simply casts aspersions on everyone - not a good look for

someone who has parachuted in and no one has ever heard of locally before. Says she is a local but

has not been involved in the local community very much at all. Labour is indicated spending more

money on dog parks - how many dog parks are needed and with the issues currently in our

community that shouldn’t be the priority

22. there are several

23. To have a genuine clear thinking problem solver. Unfortunately none of the candidates have my

confidence at all

24. For the elected candidate to be responsive and support local constituents in all matters relating to

the community. ( This does not happen under present representation )

25. Making sure we have an energetic representative

26. Fix boat ramp parking. Bayside suburb with access to the bay but lots of parks are taken by cars

without trailers

27. Maintaining a healthy level of development without ruining what we love about living here. I’ll be

voting for Alex Givney as I believe we need a fresh focus from someone who lives here, works here

and raises a family here.

28. Rejuvenation of Wynnum area.

29. A council that actually does its job. Roads all over the city are a joke. Grass and mosquitos out of

control

30. Community knowledge
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31. Reduce cost of living.

32. Infrastructure housing local issues

33. Road safety

34. Keeping our suburbs safe

35. Listen to people and fight for what is right

36. Safety

37. Over development in the Wynnum area, driving up prices and forcing local businesses out.

38. Better representation of local community by elected member

39. A candidate who doesn't divide the electorate is a good start.

40. I'm trying to find info on what the issues are

41. Cost of living

42. Not sure
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